
Kalpana Chawla NFT collection - Never seen before digital assets

Kalpana Chawla, a name that holds relevance for every aspirant who wants to create a
history, and not just that but marking their identity on the global map. The vision behind
GuardianLink’s drop launches aren’t very different too. Aiming at making NFT accessible to
every common person, launching Kalpana Chawla NFT collection helped in widening wings
for the same.

Kalpana Chawla has created a legacy unlike any other Indian. She, to this day, serves as an
inspiration for a lot of youngsters who aspire to conquer the gravity of their confinement,
launch themselves into a stellar career, and make a distinct space for themselves in
whatever they want to achieve!

While her life might have been short, her achievements nonetheless, touched the skies both
literally and figuratively! Although her stint as an astronaut has been highly publicised and
celebrated and her legacy has been permanently ingrained in a series of awards, craters,
satellite missions,streets spread across the world, and even mountains on the Mars, very
little has been known about her personal life and very little has been made available on the
public domain.

What if there was a chance for you to get a glimpse of her life through some of the
most rare and never-before-seen photographs of Kalpana Chawla accompanied by a
quote for which her own life stood as a stunning example?

This is precisely what we brought to the world of digital collectibles when we dropped the
Kalpana Chawla NFTs on BeyondLife.club.

These NFTs were launched directly on the BeyondLife.club marketplace. In an endeavour to
make the NFTs more accessible while still preserving the rarity and the prized nature of the
NFTs, multiple copies were generated and they were made available for the public on (insert
a launch date).

The NFTs ranged from unseen photos of Kalpana Chawla taken during her first encounters
with flying on propeller aircraft, clicks from her timers in the aerospace domain, her
commitment to her hobbies of mountaineering and hiking, and even photos of her work desk.
They were made available by Kalpana Chawla‘s husband (insert husband's name). The
creative team at GuardianLink made it into a stunning animation, rendering it to be more
appealing and more collectible!

Pricing from 25$ each, 1125 NFTs were sold. All the NFTs were met with an overwhelming
response, especially from NFT collectors who were enthusiastic about getting their hands on
a glimpse of the stellar astronaut Kalpana Chawla’s photographs that were never seen
before! It was so stunning to see the love and regard that people have for this amazing
astronaut in the way the NFTs were sold so fast. And even resold a couple of times in such a
short stretch!

The Kalpana Chawla NFT collection, with no doubt has got a supreme opportunity to
every aspirant to own a piece of her legacy. But, what's more that added to the legacy



of her NFT collection was, giving the entire revenue outcome to charity that
empowers India’s children to get educated and  become global achievers.

This emotion around Kalpana Chawla who stands to be a stunning example for many people
to live by and to achieve what they wanted was the biggest driving force behind the stunning
NFT sale. At GuardianLink, we aspire to launch more and more NFTs that are bound to not
only attract collectors but also inspire common people.


